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Abstract
Starting from the very-extended Kac-Moody algebra E11, we consider the algebra
E
local
11,D, obtained by adding to the non-negative level E11 generators theD-dimensional
momentum operator and an infinite set of additional generators that promote the
global E11 symmetries to gauge ones. We determine all the possible trombone de-
formations of this algebra, that is the deformations that involve the D-dimensional
scaling operator. The Jacobi identities imply that such deformations are uniquely
determined by a single tensor belonging to the same representation of the internal
symmetry group as the vector generators and satisfying additional quadratic con-
straints. The non-linear realisation of the deformed algebra gives the field strengths
of the theory which are those of any possible maximal supergravity theory in which
the global scaling symmetry is gauged in any dimension. All the possible deformed
algebras are in one to one correspondence with all such maximal supergravity theo-
ries. The tensor that parametrises the deformation is identified with the embedding
tensor that is used to parametrise all maximal supergravity theories with gauged
scaling symmetry, and the quadratic constraints that we determine exactly coincide
with the field theory results.
1 Introduction
The hidden symmetries of ungauged maximal supergravities have played a crucial role in
our understanding of string theory dualities. These theories in dimension lower than ten are
unique and can be obtained by torus dimensional reduction from both eleven dimensional
[1] and IIB [2] supergravities. For instance, in four dimensions the theory develops an E7(7)
symmetry [3], while the hidden symmetry of the five-dimensional theory is E6(6) [4]. In
general we refer to the internal symmetry group of the ungauged maximal D-dimensional
supergravity theory as the Cremmer-Julia group, and we denote it by E11−D(11−D).
Gauged maximal supergravities generally arise as deformations of the ungauged ones
by imposing supersymmetry together with gauge invariance with respect to a subgroup
of E11−D(11−D). For instance the four dimensional N = 8 theory of [5] is a deformation
of the massless maximal supergravity of [3] where an SO(8) subgroup of E7(7) is gauged.
Relatively recently, all maximal gauged supergravity theories in each dimension D have
been classified in terms of a single object called the embedding tensor which can be thought
of as belonging to a representation of the internal symmetry group E11−D(11−D) of the
supergravity theory in D dimensions [6, 7, 8, 9, 10, 11, 12]. Supersymmetry specifies the
E11−D representation of the embedding tensor by imposing a set of linear (or representation)
constraints, while imposing that the embedding tensor is a constant breaks the E11−D
symmetry to the subgroup the embedding tensor is an invariant tensor of. This subgroup
is indeed the gauge group, and consistency imposes additional quadratic constraints on the
embedding tensor, which can be viewed as the Jacobi identities for the structure constants
of this gauge group.
Maximal supergravity theories have a very elegant classification in terms of the very-
extended infinite-dimensional Kac-Moody algebra E11 [13]. This algebra was first con-
jectured in [13] to be a symmetry of M-theory. The maximal supergravity theory in D
dimensions corresponds to decomposing E11 in terms of GL(D,R)⊗ E11−D, and thus the
occurrence of the internal symmetry E11−D appears natural from this perspective. The
GL(D,R) group corresponds to the constant part of the diffeomorphism group in D di-
mensions, and gravity is described in this framework as the non-linear realisation of the
diffeomorphism group with the D dimensional Lorentz group as local subgroup [14, 15, 16].
For instance, the IIA theory naturally has from the E11 viewpoint an R
+ symmetry corre-
sponding to the shift of the dilaton. Decomposing the adjoint representation of E11 with
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respect to the subalgebra associated to the IIA theory one obtains generators that are
associated to the IIA fields and their duals [13]. One also finds a generator with nine an-
tisymmetric ten-dimensional spacetime indices, which is associated to a 9-form [17]. This
9-form has a 10-form field strength, which can be thought as the dual of the mass parameter
of Romans. Therefore the Romans massive IIA is naturally encoded in E11 [18].
More generally, decomposing the E11 algebra in a given dimension and considering only
the level zero generators (that is the generators of GL(D,R)⊗E11−D, that are associated
to the graviton and the scalars) and the positive level generators with completely anti-
symmetric indices, that are associated to forms, one finds in all cases the field content
of the D-dimensional supergravity theory, in a democratic formulation in which all fields
appear together with their magnetic duals [17, 19]. One also finds D − 1 form generators
in representations of E11−D which remarkably are the same as those fixed by the linear
constraints on the embedding tensor for the maximal gauged supergravities in dimension
D [19, 20]. Exactly like in the case on Romans, one thinks of the D − 1 form fields as
being dual to the embedding tensor, obtaining in this way a classification of all possible
maximal gauged supergravities in terms of E11.
The action of positive level E11 generators with completely antisymmetric spacetime
indices in the non-linear realisation corresponds to gauge transformations for the associated
form fields that are linear in the spacetime coordinates. In [21] this algebra was enlarged in
order to include arbitrary gauge transformations. The resulting algebra includes the non-
negative level generators as well as momentum and an infinite set of additional generators,
that were called Ogievetsky, or Og generators, that correspond to an expansion in the
spacetime coordinates of the gauge parameters. This extension is dimension-dependent,
and it was called Elocal11,D in [21]. From the non-linear realisation of the E
local
11,D algebra with as
local subalgebra the D dimensional Lorentz algebra times the maximal compact subalgebra
of E11−D one computes all the field strengths of the massless maximal supergravity in D
dimensions.
Given the local E11 algebra in D dimensions, one can consider its massive deforma-
tions. In [22] the deformations that do not involve the GL(D,R) generators were studied,
and the consistency of the deformed algebra implies that all possible deformations are
parametrised by a constant quantity that turns out to be the embedding tensor. Remark-
ably, the Jacobi identities impose constraints on the embedding tensor that are exactly the
linear and quadratic constraints that were obtained in the field theory analysis. All the
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possible deformations are thus in one to one correspondence with all the possible gauged
supergravities resulting from the gauging of a subgroup of E11−D, while the Maurer-Cartan
form gives all the field strengths in a straightforward way.
There are maximal gauged supergravities that do not arise from the gauging of a sub-
group of the internal symmetry, but correspond to the gauging of the global scaling symme-
try, also called “trombone” symmetry, that leaves the field equations invariant, but rescales
the action. The fact that the scaling symmetry is not a symmetry of the lagrangian implies
that the corresponding gauged theory does not admit a lagrangian formulation, but only
field equations. The first example of such a theory is the gauged IIA theory of [23, 24],
while the nine-dimensional analogue was discussed in [25]. Recently, in [26] a systematic
classification of these theories in dimension from three to six was provided. This was
achieved by the introduction of a new type of embedding tensor, belonging to the E11−D
representation which is conjugate to the one of the vector fields. The consistency of the
gauge algebra implies additional quadratic constraints for this embedding tensor.
In [27] it was shown that the local E11 algebra admits a new type of deformations
that are associated to maximal supergravities in which the trombone symmetry is gauged.
These deformations involve the generator of scale transformations, which is the trace of
the GL(D,R) generators. This deformation was discussed in detail for the IIA case, cor-
responding to the gauged IIA theory of [23, 24].
In this paper we perform a systematic analysis of these deformations in any dimension
from three to nine. In particular, we show that the deformations are parametrised by a
constant quantity in the same E11−D representation as the vector generator, which is identi-
fied with the embedding tensor of [26]. We show that the Jacobi identities imply quadratic
constraints for the embedding tensor that are exactly equivalent to those derived in [26]
for the cases from three to six dimensions, and we also derive the quadratic constraints in
seven, eight and nine dimensions. Moreover, from the non-linear realisation we derive the
field strengths and gauge transformations of the fields.
It is important to stress that the local E11 algebra is not compatible with the full
E11 symmetry, and only its GL(D,R) ⊗ E11−D subalgebra survives the introduction of
momentum and the Og generators in D dimensions. A similar argument applies to all
the deformed cases, where E11−D is further broken by the embedding tensor to the gauge
subgroup. E11 is considered throughout this paper as the universal algebraic framework to
describe the gauge algebra (including gravity) of all maximal supergravity theories.
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The paper is organised as follows. In section 2 we derive the general method of con-
structing the local E11 algebra associated to the trombone deformations in any dimension.
In section D, with D = 3, ..., 9, we explicitly derive the deformed algebra in a given dimen-
sion D. Section 10 contains the conclusions.
2 The general method
In this section we perform a general analysis which will then be used from sections 3 to 9 in
each dimension separately. The analysis is based on the results of [27], where it was shown
how one can deform the local E11 algebra corresponding to IIA supergravity to obtain a
non-linear realisation corresponding to the gauged IIA theory of [23, 24].
In [22] it was shown that all gauged supergravities that result from the gauging of a
subgroup of the internal symmetry group arise from all possible deformations of the local
E11 algebra in D dimensions that do not involve the GL(D,R) generators. In order to show
this, in section 2 of [22] a general notation was introduced to discuss in a single framework
all different dimensions. In this paper we consider in any dimension deformations that also
involve the GL(D,R) generators, and in this section we develop a general formalism which
is the analogue for these deformations to section 2 of [22]. In particular all the notations
are taken from there. We thus decompose E11 in terms of GL(D,R) ⊗ E11−D. This
corresponds to deleting node D in the E11 Dynkin diagram of fig. 1. In the decomposition
✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐ ✐
✐
1 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10
11
Figure 1: The E11 Dynkin diagram.
of the adjoint representation of E11 in terms of representations of GL(D,R) ⊗ E11−D, we
are only interested in the level zero generators, that is the generators of GL(D,R) and
those of E11−D, and the positive level generators with completely antisymmetric GL(D,R)
indices. These are
Kµν R
α Rµ1,M1 Rµ1µ2,M2 ... . (2.1)
The generator Rµ1...µn,Mn carries the representation Rn of E11−D which transforms the Mn
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index. The E11−D generators in such representation are D
α
Nm
Mm. The E11 algebra involving
the form generators is
[Rµ1...µm,Mm, Rν1...νn,Nn] = fMmNnPm+nR
µ1...µmν1...νn,Pm+n (2.2)
and
[Rα, Rµ1...µm,Mm] = (Dα)Nm
MmRµ1...µm,Nm , [Rα, Rβ] = fαβγR
γ , (2.3)
where fαβγ are the structure constants of E11−D and f
MmNn
Pn+m are generalised structure
constants.
While the scalar generators are associated to the global symmetry E11−D, all the form
generators are associated to gauge fields, and as explained in reference [21], the global
symmetry associated to the form generators is promoted to a local one by the addition of
the spacetime translation operator Pµ and an infinite number of so called Ogievetsky, or
Og, generators. In fact for our purposes we need only add the lowest order, or Og 1, such
generators, Kµ,ν1...νn,Mn, which by definition obey the commutator
[Kµ,ν1...νn,Mn, Pρ] = δ
µ
ρR
ν1...νn,Mn − δ[µρ R
ν1...νn],Mn . (2.4)
Each generator Kµ,ν1...νn,Mn is associated with the E11 generator R
µ1...µn,Mn and carries the
same internal symmetry representation, Rn. It also satisfies K
[µ,ν1...νn],Mn = 0.
The deformations of the above Elocal11,D algebra considered in [22] are associated to gaug-
ings of subgroups of the internal symmetry group E11−D. As such, they do not involve the
GL(D,R) generators, which commute with the E11−D generators. Correspondingly, these
deformations leave the D dimensional metric invariant. Here we want to consider a new
class of deformations, and we take as our starting point the deformed commutator
[Rµ,M1 , Pν] = δ
µ
ν (Θ
M1K + aΘN1gαβD
α
N1
M1Rβ) , (2.5)
where the parameter a is to be determined, and we denote withK the trace of theGL(D,R)
generators Kµν ,
K = Kµµ , (2.6)
whose commutator with the form generators is
[K,Rµ1...µm,Mm] = mRµ1...µm,Mm . (2.7)
It can be shown that an additional term of the form
[Rµ,M1, Pν ] = Θ
M1Kµν , (2.8)
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which involves the GL(D,R) generator and not just its trace, can be reabsorbed in a
redefinition of Rµ,M1 of the form
Rµ,M1 → Rµ,M1 − 2ΘM1Kµνν , (2.9)
where Kµνρ is the Og 1 gravity generator. Therefore, we will not consider this term in this
paper.
These deformations are therefore characterised by an embedding tensor in the same
representation R1 as the 1-form generators. The consistency of the algebra will then in
general imply that the commutator of the n-form generator with momentum does not
vanish, and we thus write
[Rµ1...µn,Mn, Pν ] = Θ
M1SMnM1Mn−1δ
[µ1
ν R
µ2...µn],Mn−1 (2.10)
where SMnM1Mn−1 is an invariant tensor of E11−D. This defines the trombone deformation
of the algebra Elocal11,D . The closure of the algebra also implies that the commutators of eqs.
(2.2) and (2.4) become
[Rµ1...µm,Mm, Rν1...νn,Nn] = fMmNnPm+nR
µ1...µmν1...νn,Pm+n
+ΘM1TMmNnM1Mm+n−1K
[µ1,µ2...µn]ν1...νm,Mm+n−1 ,
[Kµ,ν1...νm,Mm, Pρ] = δ
µ
ρR
ν1...νm,Mm − δ[µρ R
ν1...νm],Mm
+ΘN1UMmN1Pm−1δ
[ν1
ρ K
|µ,|ν2...νm],Pm−1 . (2.11)
where TMmNnM1Mm+n−1 and U
Mm
N1Pm−1 are invariant tensors of E11−D.
The tensor ΘM1 is clearly not an invariant tensor of E11−D, given that it transforms
in the R1 representation. Therefore assuming that the embedding tensor Θ
M1 is constant
breaks the E11−D symmetry. For this to be consistent, Θ
M1 must satisfy quadratic con-
straints. Starting from the algebra of eqs. (2.5), (2.10) and (2.11), as well as eq. (2.3),
and imposing the closure of the Jacobi identities, we now determine the conditions that
the invariant tensors SMnM1Mn−1 , T
MmNn
M1Mm+n−1 and U
Mm
N1Pm−1 must satisfy, as well as
the quadratic constraints on the embedding tensor ΘM1 . As we will see in sections from
3 to 6, these constraints are exactly the constraints determined in [26] from a field theory
analysis in dimensions from 3 to 6. In sections 7, 8 and 9 we will also determine explic-
itly the constraints in dimensions 7, 8 and 9. The ten-dimensional case, corresponding to
the gauged IIA theory of [23, 24], was analysed in [27], where it was also shown how the
ten-dimensional deformed algebra arises from an eleven-dimensional perspective.
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We first consider the Jacobi identity involving the operators Rµ,M1 , Rν,N1 and Pρ. We
get two conditions, coming from the antisymmetric and symmetric terms in µν respectively,
which are
fM1N1P2S
P2
Q1P1 = 2[δ
(M1
Q1
δ
N1)
P1
+ aDαQ1
(M1DαP1
N1)]
TM1N1Q1P1 = 2[δ
[M1
Q1
δ
N1]
P1
+ aDαQ1
[M1DαP1
N1]] . (2.12)
These two conditions determine SP2Q1P1 and T
M1N1
Q1P1 , and as we will see in all cases in
the next sections, they also determine independently the parameter a.
Proceeding this way one determines all the conditions that the invariant tensors in
eqs. (2.10) and (2.11) satisfy. Given that our goal will be the computation of the field
strengths and gauge transformations of the fields, we are only interested in the part of
the algebra that involves the deformed E11 generators. Therefore we will from now on
neglect the contribution to the Jacobi identities coming from the Og generators, and always
assume that the upstairs spacetime indices are completely antisymmetrised. This is exactly
the same attitude that was taken in [22] when computing the field strengths and gauge
transformations for the deformed algebras associated to gauged supergravities in which an
internal symmetry is gauged. Considering only the antisymmetric contribution, the Jacobi
identity involving Rµ,M1, Rν1...νn,Nn and Pρ gives
nδM1P1 δ
Nn
Rn
+ aDα,P1
M1DαRn
Nn = SNnP1Qn−1f
M1Qn−1
Rn + f
M1Nn
Sn1
SSn+1P1Rn . (2.13)
Starting from the first of eqs. (2.12), which determines SP2Q1P1 , this equation determines
by induction all the invariant tensors SNnP1Qn−1 in eq. (2.10). This is all we need to
compute the field strengths and gauge transformations of the fields. Nonetheless, it is
important to stress that the consistency of the algebra imposes in general the presence of
the Og generators in the first of eqs. (2.11), and the invariant tensors TMmNnM1Mm+n−1
and UMmN1Pm−1 can easily be determined requiring the closure of the Jacobi identities and
considering the terms which are not completely antisymmetric in their spacetime indices.
We then consider the quadratic constraints. These arise from Jacobi identities involving
a deformed E11 generator and two momenta, or a deformed E11 generator, the momentum
operator and the scalar operator ΘM1K + aΘN1Dα,N1
M1Rα. The Jacobi identity involving
the vector generator Rµ,M1 and two momenta imposes that
[ΘM1K + aΘN1Dα,N1
M1Rα, Pµ] = 0 . (2.14)
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This implies that the deformed commutation relation
[ΘN1Dα,N1
M1Rα, Pµ] =
1
a
ΘM1Pµ (2.15)
holds. The Jacobi identity involving Rµ1µ2,M2 and two momentum operators gives
ΘM1ΘN1SM2M1N1K + aΘ
M1ΘP1SM2M1N1Dα,P1
N1Rα = 0 . (2.16)
The term proportional to K vanishes provided that ΘM1 satisfies the constraint
ΘM1ΘN1SM2M1N1 = 0 , (2.17)
which is precisely the generalised “pure spinor constraint” found in [26] in D = 3, 4, 5, 6.
Using the invariance of SM2M1N1 , this constraint means that the product of two embedding
tensors vanishes when projected on the representation R2 to which the 2-form generators
belong. The term proportional to Rα also vanishes using eq. (2.17) and the invariance
of SM2M1N1 . The Jacobi identity involving R
µ1...µn,Mn, with n > 1, and two momentum
operators gives
ΘN1ΘP1SMnN1Qn−1S
Qn−1
P1Rn−2 = 0 . (2.18)
As will be clear in the next sections, this constraint derives in all cases from eq. (2.17) and
the condition of E11−D invariance of S
Mn
N1Qn−1 .
We now consider the quadratic constraints resulting from the Jacobi identity involv-
ing a deformed E11 generator, the momentum operator and the scalar operator Θ
M1K +
aΘN1Dα,N1
M1Rα. We first consider the case in which the E11 generator is R
µ,M1 , and we
get the equation
[ΘM1ΘP1 + aΘN1ΘQ1Dα,N1
M1DαQ1
P1 ]K
+a[ΘM1ΘQ1Dα,Q1
P1 + aΘN1ΘS1Dβ,N1
M1DβS1
Q1Dα,Q1
P1]Rα = 0 . (2.19)
Both the K and the Rβ term give the condition
ΘN1ΘQ1[δM1N1 δ
P1
Q1
+ aDα,N1
M1DαQ1
P1 ] = 0 . (2.20)
As we have already mentioned, the parameter a is determined by imposing the closure of
the Jacobi identity involving two 1-form generators and the momentum operator. We will
show in the next sections that using this value of a, eq. (2.20) is automatically implied by
eq. (2.17) in all dimensions.
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The last set of quadratic constraints come from the Jacobi identity involving Rµ1...µm,Mm,
momentum and the scalar operator. This gives
ΘN1ΘQ1[δM1N1 S
Pn
Q1Rn−1 − aS
Pn
Q1Qn−1Dα,N1
M1DαRn−1
Qn−1
+aSQnQ1Rn−1Dα,N1
M1DαQn
Pn] = 0 , (2.21)
and using the condition of invariance of SPnQ1Rn−1 this becomes
ΘN1ΘQ1[δM1N1 S
Pn
Q1Rn−1 + aS
Pn
P1Rn−1Dα,N1
M1DαQ1
P1] = 0 , (2.22)
which is eq. (2.20) contracted by SPnP1Rn−1 . We have thus determined all quadratic
constraints, and we will show in the following sections that they are all automatically
satisfied provided that eq. (2.17) holds and that a is fixed accordingly.
In [26] the trombone deformations were considered together with the deformations
resulting from the gauging of a subgroup of the internal symmetry group, and quadratic
constraints involving the embedding tensors associated to both deformations were derived
in all dimensions from 3 to 6. If the quadratic constraints allow for the simultaneous
presence of both embedding tensors, this would imply the presence of a new class of theories
with simultaneously non-vanishing embedding tensors. This was indeed the outcome of
the analysis in [26] in any dimension. From our algebraic viewpoint, this corresponds to
considering as starting point the more general commutator
[Rµ,M1 , Pν ] = δ
µ
ν (Θ
M1K + aΘN1gαβD
α
N1
M1Rβ +ΘM1α R
α) , (2.23)
where ΘM1α is the embedding tensor corresponding to the gauging of the internal symmetry.
Considering together the analysis of [22] and the one performed in this section, we write
more generally the commutator of the 2-form generator with momentum as
[Rµ1µ2,M2, Pν ] = (W
M2
M1 +Θ
N1SM2N1M1)δ
[µ1
ν R
µ2],M1 , (2.24)
where WM2M1 is related to the embedding tensor Θ
M1
α as explained in [22]. One then
derives the quadratic constraints of [26] from Jacobi identities. In particular, using eqs.
(2.23) and (2.24) the Jacobi identity involving the 2-form and two momentum operators
gives
WM2M1Θ
M1 +ΘM1ΘN1SM2N1M1 = 0
WM2M1Θ
M1
α + aW
M2
M1Θ
P1Dα,P1
M1 + aΘN1ΘP1SM2N1M1Dα,P1
M1
+ΘN1ΘM1α S
M2
N1M1 = 0 , (2.25)
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while the Jacobi identity involving the 1-form generator, momentum and the scalar gener-
ator ΘM1K + aΘN1Dα,N1
M1Rα +ΘM1α R
α gives
ΘN1ΘQ1 [δM1N1 δ
P1
Q1
+ aDα,N1
M1DαQ1
P1 ] + ΘM1α Θ
Q1DαQ1
P1 = 0
aΘN1ΘP1α Dβ,N1
M1fαβγ −Θ
M1
α Θ
P1
β f
αβ
γ + a
2ΘN1ΘQ1Dα,N1
M1(DαD
γ)Q1
P1
+aΘN1ΘQ1γ Dα,N1
M1DαQ1
P1 + aΘM1α Θ
Q1(DαD
γ)Q1
P1 −ΘM1α Θ
Q1
γ D
α
Q1
P1 = 0 .(2.26)
One can show that these quadratic constraints exactly reproduce the quadratic constraints
in [26] in all cases. In the rest of this paper we will only consider for simplicity of notation
the embedding tensor ΘM1 discussed so far in this section. The analysis can be straight-
forwardly generalised to the case in which both embedding tensors are turned on but it is
technically more involved.
The general method to compute the field strengths and gauge transformations of the
fields starting from the group element
g = ex·PeΦOgK
Og
....eAµ1...µn,MnR
µ1...µn,Mn .., eAµ,M1R
µ,M1 eφαR
α
ehµ
νKµν (2.27)
is analogous to the one of [22]. Using the algebraic relations of eq. (2.5), (2.10) and (2.11)
one obtains from the Maurer-Cartan form the field strengths
Fµ1µ2,M1 = 2[∂[µ1Aµ2],M1 −
1
2
ΘQ1A[µ1,N1Aµ2],P1(δ
N1
Q1
δP1M1 + aDα,Q1
N1DαM1
P1)
−ΘN1SM2N1M1Aµ1µ2,M2]
Fµ1µ2µ3,M2 = 3[∂[µ1Aµ2µ3],M2 +
1
2
∂[µ1Aµ2,M1Aµ3],N1f
M1N1
M2 − Aµ1µ2µ3,M3Θ
N1SM3N1M2
−A[µ1µ2,N2Aµ3],M1Θ
N1SN2N1P1f
P1M1
M2
−
a
6
A[µ1,M1Aµ2,N1Aµ3],P1Θ
Q1Dα,Q1
M1DαR1
N1fR1P1M2 ]
Fµ1µ2µ3µ4,M3 = 4[∂[µ1Aµ2µ3µ4],M3 − ∂[µ1Aµ2µ3,M2Aµ4],M1f
M1M2
M3
−
1
6
∂[µ1Aµ2,M1Aµ3,N1Aµ4],P1f
M1N1
M2f
P1M2
M3 − Aµ1µ2µ3µ4,M4Θ
N1SM4M1M3
+A[µ1µ2µ3,N3Aµ4],M1Θ
N1SN3N1M2f
M1M2
M3
−
1
2
A[µ1µ2,M2Aµ3µ4],N2Θ
M1SM2M1N1f
N1N2
M3
+
1
2
A[µ1µ2,M2Aµ3,M1Aµ4],N1Θ
P1SM2P1Q1f
Q1M1
N2f
N1N2
M3
+
a
24
A[µ1,M1Aµ2,N1Aµ3,P1Aµ4],Q1Θ
R1Dα,R1
M1DαS1
N1fS1P1M2f
Q1M2
M3 ] (2.28)
for the 1-form, the 2-form and the 3-form potentials. For simplicity we will not consider
forms of higher rank in this paper. Acting on the group element of eq. (2.27) we also
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determine the gauge transformations of these fields to be (see Section 2 and Appendix B
of [22] for a detailed derivation)
δAµ,M1 = aµ,M1 + ΛN1Θ
P1(δN1P1 δ
Q1
M1
+ aDα,P1
N1DαM1
Q1)Aµ,Q1
δAµ1µ2,M2 = aµ1µ2,M2 +
1
2
a[µ1,M1Aµ2],N1f
M1N1
M2
+ΛN1Θ
P1(2δN1P1 δ
Q2
M2
+ aDα,P1
N1DαM2
Q2)Aµ1µ2,Q2
δAµ1µ2µ3,M3 = aµ1µ2µ3,M3 + a[µ1,M1Aµ2µ3],M2f
M1M2
M3
+
1
6
a[µ1,M1Aµ2,N1Aµ3],P1f
M1N1
N2f
P1N2
M3
+ΛN1Θ
P1(3δN1P1 δ
Q3
M3
+ aDα,P1
N1DαM3
Q3)Aµ1µ2µ3,Q3 , (2.29)
where the parameters aµ1...µn,Mn are given in terms of the gauge parameters Λµ1...µn−1,Mn as
aµ1...µn,Mn = ∂[µ1Λµ2...µn],Mn +Θ
M1SMn+1M1MnΛµ1...µn,Mn+1 . (2.30)
Using eqs. (2.17) and (2.20) one can show that the embedding tensor projects Aµ,M1
onto the abelian vector transforming as [26]
δ(ΘM1Aµ,M1) = ∂µ(Θ
M1ΛM1) . (2.31)
What we are describing is thus an abelian gauging in a formulation which is formally
covariant under E11−D. All the other vectors are abelian vectors which are also charged
with respect to the gauged U(1). Some of these vectors are gauged away by the parameter
Λµ,M2, and the hierarchical structure continues to higher rank forms exactly as in the case
of the internal gaugings.
We expect the dynamics to arise from duality relations among the field strengths. This
was indeed shown in three dimensions in [26] by imposing the closure of the supersym-
metry algebra. In [19, 20] it was shown that decomposing the E11 algebra with respect
to GL(D,R) ⊗ E11−D one finds D − 1 form generators in the same E11−D representation
as the embedding tensor ΘM1α associated to the internal gaugings. Correspondingly, one
expects the supersymmetry algebra to close on the corresponding fields, provided that a
duality relation between the field strength of the D− 1 form potential and the embedding
tensor holds. This was indeed explicitly shown first in the case of Romans IIA [28, 29],
and then in the five dimensional [30] and three dimensional [31] cases. In [32, 31] it was
also observed that the D form generators predicted by E11 contain in all cases the E11−D
representations associated to the quadratic constraints of the embedding tensor ΘM1α .
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The E11 spectrum does not possess non-propagating forms (that is forms of rank higher
than D − 2) in the same representation as the embedding tensor ΘM1, and thus this em-
bedding tensor associated to the trombone deformations discussed in this paper can not
be related by duality to an E11 form. In [26] it was conjectured that the generators in
the representation GL(D,R) of mixed symmetry that we denote by (1, D− 2), that is the
generators Rµ,ν1...νD−2,M1, that are in the same E11−D representation as the 1-form genera-
tors and thus as the trombone embedding tensor, might trigger these deformations. As the
quadratic constraint of eq. (2.17) projects out the representation R2 to which the 2-form
generators belong, in [26] it was also conjectured that the E11 generators R
µ1µ2,ν1...νD−2,M2
in the (2, D − 2) representation of GL(D,R) might be associated to these quadratic con-
straints. Observe that the presence of these generators in the E11 spectrum is completely
general, as shown in [33]. Indeed these are the first of an infinite chain of so called “dual”
n-form generators in the GL(D,R) representations (n,D − 2, D − 2, ..., D − 2) and in the
same E11−D representation Rn as the n-form generators. Their presence is crucial for the
universal structure of E11 reproducing the gauge algebra of all the form fields in all di-
mensions. In [32, 31] it was observed that in the case of the internal gaugings one can
consider a lagrangian formulation in which the D − 1 forms are Lagrange multipliers for
the embedding tensor (so that their field equation implies the constancy of the embedding
tensor) and the D forms are Lagrange multipliers for the quadratic constraints. The fact
that these forms are present in the gauge algebra is thus intrinsically related to the fact
that one expects such a lagrangian formulation to be possible. The theories considered in
this paper do not admit a lagrangian formulation, because they result from the gauging of
the trombone symmetry, which is not a symmetry of the lagrangian but only of the field
equations. Thus we consider the fact that there are no form generators associated to these
deformations as completely consistent, and we do not expect any E11 generator associated
to a non-propagating field to play a role in triggering these deformations.
The main difference with respect to the deformations of the Elocal11,D algebra studied in
[22] is that in this case the deformation also involves the GL(D,R) generators, and we
thus have to consider the gravity sector as well. The modification of the gravity part is
precisely as explained in the ten-dimensional gauged IIA case in [27]. Starting from the
group element of eq. (2.27) and considering the deformed commutator of eq. (2.5), the
Kab term in the Maurer-Cartan form becomes[
(e−1∂µe)ab − Φ
ρ
µνe
ν
aeρb −Θ
M1Aµ,M1ηab
]
Kab , (2.32)
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where Φρµν is the gravity Og 1 field. Observing that the vierbein transforms under the
gauge parameter of the 1-form ΛM1 as
eµ
a → eΘ
M1ΛM1eµ
a , (2.33)
we write the term contracting Kab in eq. (2.32) as
(e−1Dµe)ab − Φ
ρ
µνe
ν
aeρb , (2.34)
where Dµ is the derivative covariantised with respect to the transformation of eq. (2.33),
that is Dµ = ∂µ−ΘM1Aµ,M1 . Applying the same arguments of [21] we obtain that imposing
that the symmetric part in ab of eq. (2.34) vanishes gives for the antisymmetric part the
spin connection
ωµ
ab =
1
2
eνa(Dµeν
b−Dνeµ
b)−
1
2
eνb(Dµeν
a−Dνeµ
a)−
1
2
eνaeρb(Dνeρ
c−Dρeν
c)eµ
c , (2.35)
that is
ω˜µ
ab = ωµ
ab − 2ΘM1eµ
[ae|ν|b]Aν,M1 . (2.36)
If one plugs this into the Maurer-Cartan form and applies the inverse Higgs mechanism at
the level of the next gravity Og field, one obtains that the term contracting Kabc is the
covariantised Riemann tensor
R˜µν
ab = 2∂[µω˜ν]
ab + 2ω˜ac[µ ω˜ν]c
b . (2.37)
This reproduces exactly the analysis of [26] in the gravity sector.
The rest of this paper will be devoted to a careful analysis of the trombone deformations
in each dimensions.
3 D=3
The massless maximal supergravity theory in three dimensions was constructed in [34].
Its bosonic sector describes 128 scalars parametrising the manifold E8(+8)/SO(16) and the
metric. This theory arises from the E11 decomposition appropriate to three dimensions,
corresponding to the deletion of node 3 in the Dynkin diagram of fig. 1. We consider the
decomposition of the adjoint of E11 in terms of GL(3,R) ⊗ E8(8) and we only take into
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account the level zero generators and the positive level generators which are forms of rank
at most two, which are
Kµν (1) R
α (248) Rµ,α (248) Rµ1µ2,M (3875) Rµ1µ2 (1) . (3.1)
The 1-form generators are in the same E8 representation of the scalars, corresponding to
the fact that in three dimensions vectors are dual to scalars, while the 2-form generators
are in the 1⊕ 3875.
The commutators of these generators which are relevant for our purpose were given in
[22], and are
[Rα, Rβ] = fαβγR
γ
[Rα, Rµ,β] = fαβγR
µ,γ
[Rα, Rµ1µ2 ] = 0
[Rα, Rµ1µ2,M ] = DαN
MRµ1µ2,N
[Rµ1,α, Rµ2,β] = gαβRµ1µ2 + SαβM R
µ1µ2,M . (3.2)
We take our E8 conventions from [35], and thus g
αβ is the Cartan-Killing metric, defined
by
gαβ = −
1
60
fαγδf
βγδ , (3.3)
and it is the metric we use to raise E8 indices in the adjoint, D
α
N
M are the E8 generators
in the 3875 and SαβM is an E8 invariant tensor symmetric in αβ. The symmetric product
of two adjoint representations of E8 is
[248⊗ 248]S = 1⊕ 3875⊕ 27000 , (3.4)
and we will need the E8 projectors
P1αβ
γδ =
1
248
gαβg
γδ
P3875αβ
γδ =
1
7
δγ(αδ
δ
β) −
1
14
fσγ (αfβ)σ
δ −
1
56
gαβg
γδ
P27000αβ
γδ =
6
7
δγ(αδ
δ
β) +
1
14
fσγ (αfβ)σ
δ +
3
217
gαβg
γδ , (3.5)
which project the symmetric product of two adjoint indices αβ into the singlet, the 3875
and the 27000 respectively. The invariant tensor SαβM must satisfy constraints that project
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the symmetric indices αβ on the 3875, and from eq. (3.5) one gets [22]
gαβS
αβ
M = 0
SαβM = −
1
12
f ǫγ
αfǫδ
βSγδM . (3.6)
Following the general analysis of section 2, we now consider the trombone deformation
of this algebra. We start form the deformed commutator
[Rµ,α, Pν ] = δ
µ
ν (Θ
αK + afαβγΘ
βRγ) , (3.7)
with the parameter a to be determined. We also write the commutators of the 2-form
generators with momentum,
[Rµ1µ2 , Pν] = bΘ
αδ[µ1ν R
µ2],βgαβ
SγδM [R
µ1µ2,M , Pν ] = cΘ
αδ[µ1ν R
µ2],βP3875αβ
γδ (3.8)
with additional parameters b and c to be determined.
We first determine the quadratic constraints resulting from imposing the closure of the
Jacobi identities involving the 2-form generator and two momentum operators. This gives
the E8 case of eq. (2.17), that is
gαβΘ
αΘβ = 0
P3875αβ
γδΘαΘβ = 0 . (3.9)
We then impose the closure of the Jacobi identity involving Rµ,α, Rν,β and Pρ, obtaining
the condition
(
2−
c
7
)
Θ(αRµ,β) +
(
2a+
c
14
)
Θγf (αγδf
|δ|β)
ǫR
µ,ǫ +
( c
56
− b
)
gαβgγδΘ
γRµ,δ = 0 , (3.10)
which implies
a = −
1
2
b =
1
4
c = 14 . (3.11)
Remarkably, for this value of a the Jacobi identity between the scalar operator ΘαK +
afαβγΘ
βRγ, the 1-form generator Rµ,α and momentum, which is eq. (2.20), becomes
ΘαΘβ −
1
2
fαγδf
δβ
ǫΘ
γΘǫ = 0 . (3.12)
This is exactly the quadratic constraint derived in the field theory analysis of [26]. As
it is clear from the projector operators of eq. (3.5), this equation projects the product
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of two embedding tensors on the 27000, and given eq. (3.4), this condition is equivalent
to eq. (3.9), which projects out the singlet and the 3875. This proves in this E8 case
the statement made in section 2 that the condition resulting from this Jacobi identity is
already contained in the “pure spinor constraint” of eq. (2.17).
To summarise, we have obtained the commutators
[Rµ,α, Pν] = δ
µ
ν (Θ
αK −
1
2
fαβγΘ
βRγ)
[Rµ1µ2 , Pν ] =
1
4
gαβΘ
αδ[µ1ν R
µ2],β
SγδM [R
µ1µ2,M , Pν ] = 14Θ
αδ[µ1ν R
µ2],βP3875αβ
γδ , (3.13)
and we normalise the invariant tensor SαβM in such a way that
SαβM Sαβ,N = δMN , (3.14)
so that the last of eqs. (3.13) can be written
[Rµ1µ2,M , Pν ] = 14Θ
αδ[µ1ν R
µ2],βSMαβ . (3.15)
To conclude this section, we apply the general formulae of section 2 to derive the field
strengths and gauge transformations of the fields. We consider the group element
g = ex·PeAµ1µ2R
µ1µ2eAµ1µ2,MR
µ1µ2,MeAµ,αR
µ,α
eφαR
α
ehµ
νKµν , (3.16)
and we compute the Maurer-Cartan form and the gauge transformations using the com-
mutators of eq. (3.2) and (3.13). This gives the field strength for the 1-form
Fµ1µ2,α = 2[∂[µ1Aµ2],α −
1
2
ΘβA[µ1,βAµ2],α +
1
4
Θγfβγδf
δǫ
αA[µ1,βAµ2],ǫ
−
1
4
ΘαAµ1µ2 − 14Θ
βSMαβAµ1µ2,M ] , (3.17)
transforming covariantly under the gauge transformations
δAµ,α = aµ,α + ΛβΘ
βAµ,α −
1
2
ΛδΘ
βf δβγf
γσ
αAµ,σ
δAµ1µ2 = ∂[µ1Λµ2] +
1
2
gαβa[µ1,αAµ2],β + 2ΛαΘ
αAµ1µ2
δAµ1µ2,M = ∂[µ1Λµ2],M +
1
2
SαβM a[µ1,αAµ2],β + 2ΛαΘ
αAµ1µ2,M
−
1
2
ΛαΘ
βfαβγD
γ
M
NAµ1µ2,N , (3.18)
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where DαM
N are the E8 generators in the 3875 and
aµ,α = ∂µΛα +
1
4
ΘαΛµ + 14Θ
βSMαβΛµ,M . (3.19)
We can also compute the field strengths of the 2-form potentials up to terms involving
the 3-form potential. The result is
Fµ1µ2µ3 = 3[∂[µ1Aµ2µ3] +
1
2
gαβ∂[µ1Aµ2,αAµ3],β −
1
4
ΘαA[µ1µ2Aµ3],α
−14ΘαSMαβA[µ1µ2,MA
β
µ3]
+
1
12
A[µ1,αAµ2,βAµ3],γΘ
δfαδσf
σβγ ]
Fµ1µ2µ3,M = 3[∂[µ1Aµ2µ3],M +
1
2
SαβM ∂[µ1Aµ2,αAµ3],β −
1
4
A[µ1µ2Aµ3],αΘβS
αβ
M
−14A[µ1µ2,NAµ3],αΘ
βSNβγS
αγ
M +
1
12
A[µ1,αAµ2,βAµ3],γΘ
δfαδσf
σβ
ǫS
ǫγ
M ] . (3.20)
To prove the gauge covariance of these field strengths of the 2-forms one must include the
3-forms and determine their gauge transformations.
4 D=4
The deletion of node 4 in the E11 Dynkin diagram of fig. 1 results in a decomposition of
E11 with respect to GL(4,R)⊗E7(7), which is relevant for the four-dimensional theory. The
massless maximal supergravity theory was constructed in [3], and possesses an E7(7) on-shell
symmetry (recently, it was shown that this theory also admits a lagrangian formulation in
which the E7(7) symmetry is manifest [36]). The general gaugings of the internal symmetry
E7(7) of this theory were constructed in [11] using the embedding tensor formalism, and in
[22] it was shown that all these gaugings correspond to deformations of the four-dimensional
local E11 algebra.
We use the notation of [22], which we now review. We consider the level zero generators
and the form generators, which are
Kµν (1) R
α (133) Rµ,M (56) Rµ1µ2,α (133)
Rµ1µ2µ3,A (912) Rµ1...µ4,αβ (8645⊕ 133) , (4.1)
where the numbers in brackets denote the corresponding E7 representation. The indices
M , denoting the 56, are raised and lowered by the antisymmetric invariant metric ΩMN
according to
V M = ΩMNVN VM = V
NΩNM , (4.2)
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which implies
ΩMNΩNP = −δ
M
P . (4.3)
The generator
Dα,MN = ΩMPDαP
N (4.4)
is symmetric in MN .
The commutators between the scalars and the other generators are dictated by the E7
representation that the generators carry. The other E11 commutation relations which will
be relevant in this paper are [22]
[Rµ1,M , Rµ2,N ] = DMNα R
µ1µ2,α
[Rµ1,M , Rµ2µ3,α] = SMαA R
µ1µ2µ3,A
[Rµ1µ2,α, Rµ3µ4,β] = Rµ1...µ4,αβ
[Rµ1,M , Rµ2µ3µ4,A] = CMAαβ R
µ1...µ4,αβ , (4.5)
and the Jacobi identities as well as the condition of invariance under E7 imply that S
Mα
A
satisfies [22]
D(MNα S
P )α
A = 0 (4.6)
and
Dα,M
NSMαA = 0 . (4.7)
These conditions project the Mα indices of SMαA along the 912, as can be seen applying
the projector operator
P912
Mβ
αN =
4
7
DβN
PDαP
M −
12
7
DαN
PDβP
M +
1
7
δMN δ
β
α . (4.8)
Following [7], we are using the metric
gαβ = DαM
NDβN
M (4.9)
to raise and lower indices in the adjoint. This metric is proportional to the Cartan-Killing
metric, as can be seen from
fαβγf
αβδ = −3δδγ . (4.10)
The other invariant tensor CMAαβ satisfies
SMαA C
NA
βγ + S
Nα
A C
MA
βγ + δ
α
[βD
MN
γ] = 0 . (4.11)
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Including also the momentum operator and the Og operators one constructs the algebra
Elocal11,4 from which one derives the field strengths and gauge transformations of all the fields
of the massless maximal supergravity theory in four dimensions [22].
We now consider the trombone deformation of the Elocal11,4 algebra. We consider as our
starting point the commutator
[Rµ,M , Pν ] = δ
µ
ν (Θ
MK + aΘNDα,N
MRα) . (4.12)
The Jacobi identity among Rµ,M , Rν,N and Pρ implies that
[Rµ1µ2,α, Pν ] = −16Θ
MDαMNδ
[µ1
ν R
µ2],N , (4.13)
and also fixes the parameter a in eq. (4.12) to be
a = −8 . (4.14)
The Jacobi identity among Rµ1,M , Rµ2µ3,α and Pν then gives
SMαA [R
µ1µ2µ3,A, Pν ] = 14P912
Mδ
γN g
αγgβδΘ
Nδ[µ1ν R
µ2µ3],β . (4.15)
In deriving these results we have made use of the E7 identity
DβM
NDβP
Q =
1
12
δQMδ
N
P +
1
24
δNMδ
Q
P −
1
24
ΩNQΩMP +D
NQ
β D
β
MP . (4.16)
The E11-based derivation of the E7 relations of eqs. (4.8) and (4.16) can be found in Ap-
pendix A of ref. [22]. The Jacobi identity involving two 2-form generators and momentum
gives
[Rµ1...µ4,αβ, Pν ] = −32Θ
MD
[α
MNS
β]N
A δ
[µ1
ν R
µ2µ3µ4],A , (4.17)
and one can show that the Jacobi identity involving the 1-form, the 3-form and momentum
is also automatically satisfied.
We now consider the quadratic constraints. The Jacobi identity involving Rµ1µ2,α and
two momentum operators gives the E7 case of the “pure spinor condition” of eq. (2.17),
which is
ΘMΘNDαMN = 0 , (4.18)
which again coincides with the quadratic constraint of [26]. Using the E7 relations of
Appendix A of ref. [22], some of which we have reviewed in this paper, one can show that
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this constraint automatically implies that the Jacobi identity involving Rµ1µ2µ3,A and two
momentum operators is automatically satisfied.
Finally, we consider the Jacobi identity among the scalar generator ΘMK+aΘNDα,N
MRα,
the 1-form Rµ,M and Pν . A simple computation shows that for the value a = −8 as in
eq. (4.14) already determined imposing the closure of other Jacobi identities, this Jacobi
identity is automatically satisfied if the “pure spinor condition” of eq. (4.18) holds.
To summarise, we have obtained the commutators
[Rµ,M , Pν ] = δ
µ
ν (Θ
MK − 8ΘNDα,N
MRα)
[Rµ1µ2,α, Pν ] = −16Θ
MDαMNδ
[µ1
ν R
µ2],N
SMαA [R
µ1µ2µ3,A, Pν ] = 14P912
Mδ
γN g
αγgβδΘ
Nδ[µ1ν R
µ2µ3],β
[Rµ1...µ4,αβ, Pν ] = −32Θ
MD
[α
MNS
β]N
A δ
[µ1
ν R
µ2µ3µ4],A . (4.19)
Normalising the invariant tensor SMαA in such a way that
SMαA S
B
Mα = δ
B
A , (4.20)
the third equation in (4.19) can be rewritten as
[Rµ1µ2µ3,A, Pν ] = 14Θ
MSAMαδ
[µ1
ν R
µ2µ3],α . (4.21)
We now consider the group element
g = ex·P eAµ1...µ4,αβR
µ1...µ4,αβ
...eAµ,MR
µ,M
eφαR
α
ehµ
νKµν , (4.22)
and applying the general formulae of section 2 to derive the field strengths and gauge
transformations of the fields, we get
Fµ1µ2,M = 2[∂[µ1Aµ2],M +
1
6
ΘNA[µ1,MAµ2],N −
1
6
ΘMΩ
NPA[µ1,NAµ2],P
+16ΘNDαMNAµ1µ2,α]
Fµ1µ2µ3,α = 3[∂[µ1Aµ2µ3],α +
1
2
∂[µ1Aµ2,MAµ3],ND
MN
α − 14Θ
MSAMαAµ1µ2µ3,A
+16A[µ1µ2,βAµ3],MΘ
NDβNPD
MP
α +
4
3
A[µ1,MAµ2,NAµ3],PΘ
QDβ,Q
MDβR
NDRPα ]
Fµ1µ2µ3µ4,A = 4[∂[µ1Aµ2µ3µ4],A − ∂[µ1Aµ2µ3,αAµ4],MS
Mα
A
−
1
6
∂[µ1Aµ2,MAµ3,NAµ4],PD
MN
α S
Pα
A + 32Θ
MD
[α
MNS
β]N
A Aµ1...µ4,αβ
+14A[µ1µ2µ3,BAµ4],MΘ
NSBNαS
Mα
A + 8A[µ1µ2,αAµ3µ4],βΘ
MDαMNS
Nβ
A
−8A[µ1µ2,αAµ3,MAµ4],NΘ
PDαPQD
QM
β S
Nβ
A
−
1
3
A[µ1,MAµ2,NAµ3,PAµ4],QΘ
RDα,R
MDαS
NDSPβ S
Qβ
A ] . (4.23)
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These field strengths transform covariantly under the gauge transformations
δAµ,M = aµ,M + ΛNΘ
NAµ,M − bΛNΘ
PDα,P
NDαM
QAµ,Q
δAµ1µ2,α = aµ1µ2,α +
1
2
a[µ1,MAµ2],ND
MN
α + 2ΛMΘ
MAµ1µ2,α − 8ΛNΘ
PDβ,P
NfβγαAµ1µ2,γ
δAµ1µ2µ3,A = ∂[µ1Λµ2µ3],A + a[µ1,MAµ2µ3],αS
Mα
A +
1
6
a[µ1,MAµ2,NAµ3],PD
MN
α S
Pα
A
+3ΛMΘ
MAµ1µ2µ3,A − 8ΛNΘ
PDα,P
NDαA
BAµ1µ2µ3,B , (4.24)
where the parameters aµ1...µn,Mn are as in eq. (2.30), which gives
aµ,M = ∂µΛM − 16Θ
NDαMNΛµ,α
aµ1µ2,α = ∂[µ1Λµ2],α + 14Θ
MSAMαΛµ1µ2,A . (4.25)
This concludes our four-dimensional analysis.
5 D=5
The maximal massless supergravity theory in five dimensions was derived in [4]. Its bosonic
sector describes 42 scalars parametrising the manifold E6(+6)/USp(8), the metric and a 1-
form in the 27. This is described by the decomposition of E11 corresponding to the deletion
of node 5 in fig. 1. The level zero generators and the form generators up to the 4-form
included that occur in this decomposition of E11 with respect to GL(5,R)⊗E6 are [19, 21]
Kµν (1) R
α (78) Rµ,M (27) Rµ1µ2M (27) R
µ1µ2µ3,α (78) Rµ1µ2µ3µ4MN (351) , (5.1)
where we devote in brackets the E6 representation of each generator.
We use the notations of [22], which we now partly review. The commutators between the
scalars and the other generators are dictated by the E6 representation that the generators
carry. The other E11 commutation relations which will be relevant in this paper are [22]
[Rµ1,M , Rµ2,N ] = dMNPRµ1µ2P
[Rµ1,N , Rµ2µ3M ] = gαβ(D
α)M
NRµ1µ2µ3,β
[Rµ1µ2M , R
µ3µ4
N ] = R
µ1µ2µ3µ4
MN
[Rµ1,P , Rµ2µ3µ4,α] = SαP,MNRµ1µ2µ3µ4MN , (5.2)
where dMNP is the completely symmetric invariant tensor of E6 and g
αβ is the metric that
we use to raise and lower indices in the adjoint defined by the relation
DαM
NDβN
M = gαβ , (5.3)
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which is proportional to the Cartan-Killing metric as it is evident from
fαβγf
αβδ = −4δδγ , (5.4)
where fαβγ are the structure constants of E6. The other E6 invariant tensor S
αP,MN that
occurs in eq. (5.2) is defined by
SαM,NP = −3DαQ
[NdP ]MQ . (5.5)
In the following we will also need the conjugate of this invariant tensor, that is
SαM,NP = −3D
α
[N
QdP ]MQ . (5.6)
We now consider the trombone deformations of this algebra. As explained in section 2,
we consider as our starting point the commutation relation
[Rµ,M , Pν ] = δ
µ
ν (Θ
MK + aΘNDα,N
MRα) , (5.7)
with the parameter a to be determined. We proceed as in the previous cases, imposing
the closure of the Jacobi identities involving two form generators and momentum. This
determines the parameter a to be
a = −
9
2
, (5.8)
and it also determines all the commutators of the other form generators with momentum.
Summarising, we get the commutators
[Rµ,M , Pν ] = δ
µ
ν (Θ
MK −
9
2
ΘNDα,N
MRα)
[Rµ1µ2M , Pν ] = 15dMNPΘ
Nδ[µ1ν R
µ2],P
[Rµ1µ2µ3,α, Pν ] =
27
2
ΘMDαM
Nδ[µ1ν R
µ2µ3]
N
[Rµ1µ2µ3µ4MN , Pν ] = 10Θ
PSαP,MNδ
[µ1
ν R
µ2µ3µ4]
α , (5.9)
where the invariant tensor SαP,MN is defined in eq. (5.6).
We now consider the quadratic constraints. The constraint of eq. (2.17) becomes in
this E6 case
ΘMΘNdMNP = 0 , (5.10)
which is precisely the E6 “pure spinor constraint” obtained in [26]. All the other Jacobi
identities give constraints that are all contained in this condition. In particular, the Jacobi
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identity involving the scalar generator ΘMK − 9
2
ΘNDα,N
MRα, the 1-form generator and
momentum is implied by eq. (5.10) using the E6 relation
gαβD
α
M
NDβP
Q =
1
6
δNP δ
Q
M +
1
18
δNMδ
Q
P −
5
3
dNQRdMPR . (5.11)
whose derivation based on E11 is presented in Appendix A of ref. [22].
We now determine the field strengths and gauge transformations of the fields as they
result from the deformed local E11 group element. We start from the group element
g = ex·PeA
MN
µ1...µ4
R
µ1...µ4
MN eAµ1µ2µ3,αR
µ1µ2µ3,α
eA
M
µ1µ2
R
µ1µ2
M eAµ,MR
µ,M
eφαR
α
ehµ
νKµν , (5.12)
and using the general formulae of section 2 as well as the results in this section we find
Fµ1µ2,M = 2[∂[µ1Aµ2],M −
3
4
ΘNA[µ1,NAµ2],M − 15Θ
NdMNPA
P
µ1µ2
]
FMµ1µ2µ3 = 3[∂[µ1A
M
µ2µ3]
+
1
2
∂[µ1Aµ2,NAµ3],Pd
MNP −
27
2
ΘNDαN
MAµ1µ2µ3,α
−15AN[µ1µ2Aµ3],PΘ
QdQNRd
RPM +
3
4
A[µ1,NAµ2,PAµ3],QΘ
RDα,R
NDαS
PdSQM ]
F αµ1µ2µ3µ4 = 4[∂[µ1A
α
µ2µ3µ4] − ∂[µ1A
M
µ2µ3
Aµ4],ND
α
M
N −
1
6
∂[µ1Aµ2,MAµ3,NAµ4],Pd
MNQDαQ
P
−10ΘPSαP,MNA
MN
µ1...µ4
+
27
2
A[µ1µ2µ3,βAµ4],MΘ
NDβN
PDαP
M
−
15
2
AM[µ1µ2A
N
µ3µ4]
ΘPdPMQD
α
N
Q +
15
2
AM[µ1µ2Aµ3,NAµ4],PΘ
QdQMRd
RNSDαS
P
−
3
16
A[µ1,MAµ2,NAµ3,PAµ4],QΘ
RDβ,R
MDβS
NdSPTDαT
Q] . (5.13)
These field strengths are covariant with respect to the gauge transformations
δAµ,M = aµ,M + ΛNΘ
NAµ,M −
9
2
ΛNΘ
PDα,P
NDαM
QAµ,Q
δAMµ1µ2 = a
M
µ1µ2
+
1
2
a[µ1,NAµ2],Pd
MNP + 2ΛNΘ
NAMµ1µ2 +
9
2
ΛNΘ
PDα,P
NDαQ
MAQµ1µ2
δAαµ1µ2µ3 = ∂[µ1A
α
µ2µ3] + a[µ1,MA
N
µ2µ3]D
α
N
M +
1
6
a[µ1,MAµ2,NAµ3],Pd
MNQDαQ
P
+3ΛMΘ
MAαµ1µ2µ3 −
9
2
ΛNΘ
PDβ,P
NfβγαAµ1µ2µ3,γ , (5.14)
where using eq. (2.30) one obtains the parameters aµ1...µn,Mn in terms of the gauge param-
eters as
aµ,M = ∂µΛM + 15Θ
NdMNPΛ
P
µ
aMµ1µ2 = ∂[µ1Λ
M
µ2] +
27
2
ΘNDαN
MΛµ1µ2,α . (5.15)
We now consider the six-dimensional case.
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6 D=6
The symmetry of the massless maximal supergravity theory in 6 dimensions [37] is SO(5, 5),
and the bosonic sector of the theory describes 25 scalars parametrising the symmetric
manifold SO(5, 5)/[SO(5)× SO(5)], the metric, a 1-form in the 16 and a 2-form in the
10, whose field strength satisfies a self-duality condition. From E11 this theory arises after
deleting node 6 in the E11 Dynkin diagram of fig. 1.
In this paper we will only consider the form generators of rank up to four included. For
a more detailed analysis including the 5-form generators we refer to [22], whose notation
we fully adopt. Using the results of [22], the analysis presented here can easily be extended
to higher rank form generators. The level zero generators and the form generators up to
the 4-form included are
Kµν (1) R
MN (45) Rµ,α˙ (16) Rµ1µ2,M (10) Rµ1µ2µ3,α (16) Rµ1µ2µ3µ4,MN (45) , (6.1)
where we denote in brackets the corresponding SO(5, 5) representations.
We review now the SO(5, 5) Gamma matrix conventions of [22]. We are using a Weyl
basis, so that the Gamma matrices have the form
ΓM,A
B =
(
0 ΓM,α
β˙
ΓM,α˙
β 0
)
, (6.2)
where A = 1, ..., 32. They satisfy the Clifford algebra
{ΓM ,ΓN} = 2ηMN (6.3)
where ηMN is the SO(5, 5) Minkowski metric. The charge conjugation matrix is
CAB =
(
0 Cαβ˙
C α˙β 0
)
, (6.4)
which is antisymmetric and unitary, that is
Cαβ˙ = −C β˙α (6.5)
and
C†
αβ˙
C β˙γ = δγα C
†
α˙βC
βγ˙ = δγ˙α˙ , (6.6)
and satisfies the property
CΓMC
† = −ΓTM . (6.7)
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We now review the commutation relations of [22]. The SO(5, 5) algebra is
[RMN , RPQ] = ηMPRNQ − ηNPRMQ + ηNQRMP − ηMQRNP (6.8)
while the commutators of the SO(5, 5) generators with the positive level generators are
[RMN , Rµ,α˙] = −
1
2
ΓMNβ˙
α˙Rµ,β˙
[RMN , Rµ1µ2,P ] = ηMPRµ1µ2,N − ηNPRµ1µ2,M
[RMN , Rµ1µ2µ3,α] = −
1
2
ΓMNβ
αRµ1µ2µ3,β . (6.9)
The commutators of the positive level generators of eq. (6.1) are
[Rµ1,α˙, Rµ2,β˙] = (CΓM)
α˙β˙Rµ1µ2,M
[Rµ1,α˙, Rµ2µ3,M ] = ΓMα
α˙Rµ1µ2µ3,α
[Rµ1µ2,M , Rµ3µ4,N ] = Rµ1...µ4,MN
[Rµ1,α˙, Rµ2µ3µ4,α] =
1
4
(CΓMN)
α˙αRµ1...µ4,MN . (6.10)
We now consider the trombone deformations of the Elocal11,6 algebra. We start from the
commutators of eq. (2.5) and (2.10). Using SO(5, 5) Fierz identities, one can show that
the Jacobi identities involving two positive level generators and the momentum generator
give
[Rµ,α˙, Pν ] = δ
µ
ν [ΘαC
αα˙K −
1
5
Θα(CΓ
MN)αα˙RMN ]
[Rµ1µ2,M , Pν] = −
4
5
ΘαΓ
M
α˙
αδ[µ1ν R
µ2],α˙
[Rµ1µ2µ3,α, Pν ] =
6
5
Θβ(CΓM)
αβδ[µ1ν R
µ2µ3],M
[Rµ1...µ4,MN , Pν ] =
8
5
Θα(Γ
MN)β
αδ[µ1ν R
µ2µ3µ4],β , (6.11)
where the embedding tensor Θα is in the same representation of the 1-form generator R
µ,α˙
because spinor indices are raised and lowered using the matrix C of eq. (6.4).
We then consider the quadratic constraints. Eq. (2.17), applied to this case, gives
ΘαΘβ(CΓM)
αβ = 0 , (6.12)
which is precisely the SO(5, 5) pure spinor constraint of [26]. It can be shown that all the
other Jacobi identities close automatically using this equation.
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To conclude this section, we determine the field strengths and gauge transformations
of the fields as they result from applying the formulae of section 2 to this six-dimensional
case. We get the field strengths
Fµ1µ2,α˙ = 2[∂[µ1Aµ2],α˙ −
1
2
ΘβC
ββ˙A[µ1,β˙Aµ2],α˙ −
1
20
A[µ1,γ˙Aµ2],δ˙Θβ(CΓ
MN)βγ˙ΓMN,α˙
δ˙
+
4
5
ΘαΓ
M
α˙
αAµ1µ2,M ]
Fµ1µ2µ3,M = 3[∂[µ1Aµ2µ3],M +
1
2
∂[µ1Aµ2,α˙Aµ3],β˙(CΓM)
α˙β˙ −
6
5
Θβ(CΓM)
αβAµ1µ2µ3,α
+
4
5
A[µ1µ2,NAµ3],α˙ΘβΓ
N
β˙
β(CΓM)
α˙β˙ −
1
60
A[µ1,α˙Aµ2,β˙Aµ3],γ˙Θα(CΓ
NP )αα˙(ΓNP )δ˙
β˙(CΓM)
δ˙γ˙]
Fµ1µ2µ3µ4,α = 4[∂[µ1Aµ2µ3µ4],α − ∂[µ1Aµ2µ3,MAµ4],α˙Γ
M
α
α˙
−
1
6
∂[µ1Aµ2,α˙Aµ3,β˙Aµ4],γ˙(CΓM)
α˙β˙ΓMα
γ˙ −
8
5
ΘβΓ
MN
α
βAµ1...µ4,MN
+
6
5
A[µ1µ2µ3,βAµ4],α˙Θγ(CΓM)
βγΓMα
α˙ +
2
5
A[µ1µ2,MAµ3µ4],NΘβΓ
M
α˙
βΓNα
α˙
−
2
5
A[µ1µ2,MAµ3,α˙Aµ4],β˙ΘβΓ
M
γ˙
β(CΓN)
γ˙α˙ΓNα
β˙
+
1
240
A[µ1,α˙Aµ2,β˙Aµ3,γ˙Aµ4],δ˙Θβ(CΓ
MN)βα˙ΓMN,ǫ˙
β˙(CΓP )
ǫ˙γ˙ΓPα
δ˙] (6.13)
and the gauge transformations
δAµ,α˙ = aµ,α˙ −
1
2
aMNΓMN,α˙
β˙Aµ,β˙ +ΘαC
αβ˙Λβ˙Aµ,α˙
δAµ1µ2,M = aµ1µ2,M −
1
2
(CΓM)
α˙β˙A[µ1,α˙aµ2],β˙ + 2aM
NAµ1µ2,N + 2ΘαΛα˙C
αα˙Aµ1µ2,M
δAµ1µ2µ3,α = ∂[µ1Λµ2µ3],α + Γ
M
α
α˙A[µ1µ2,Maµ3],α˙ −
1
3!
(CΓM)
β˙γ˙ΓMα
α˙A[µ1,α˙Aµ2,β˙aµ3],γ˙
−
1
2
aMNΓMN,α
βAµ1µ2µ3,β + 3ΘβC
βα˙Λα˙Aµ1µ2µ3,α , (6.14)
where using eq. (2.30) we express the parameters aµ1...µn,Mn in terms of the gauge param-
eters as
aMN = −
1
5
Λα˙Θα(CΓMN)
αα˙
aµ,α˙ = ∂µΛα˙ −
4
5
ΘαΓ
M
α˙
αΛµ,M
aµ1µ2,M = ∂[µ1Λµ2],M +
6
5
Θβ(CΓM)
αβΛµ1µ2,α . (6.15)
This concludes the six-dimensional analysis.
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7 D=7
The massless maximal supergravity theory in 7 dimensions [38] has a bosonic sector con-
taining 14 scalars parametrising SL(5,R)/SO(5), the metric, a 1-form in the 10 and a
2-form in the 5 of SL(5,R). This theory results from E11 after deletion of node 7 in fig.
1. As in all other cases, we consider the level zero generators as well as the positive level
generators up to rank four included. These are
Kµν (1) R
M
N (24) R
µ,MN (10) Rµ1µ2M (5) R
µ1µ2µ3,M (5) Rµ1µ2µ3µ4MN (10) , (7.1)
where we denote in brackets the corresponding SL(5,R) representation.
We now review the algebraic relations of [22] between the generators in eq. (7.1). The
relevant commutators are those involving the generators of SL(5,R),
[RMN , R
P
Q] = δ
P
NR
M
Q − δ
M
Q R
P
N
[RMN , R
µ,PQ] = δPNR
µ,MQ + δQNR
µ,PM −
2
5
δMN R
µ,PQ
[RMN , R
µ1µ2
P ] = −δ
M
P R
µ1µ2
N +
1
5
δMN R
µ1µ2
P (7.2)
as well as those between the positive level generators
[Rµ1,MN , Rµ2,PQ] = ǫMNPQRRµ1µ2R
[Rµ1,MN , Rµ2µ3P ] = δ
[M
P R
µ1µ2µ3,N ]
[Rµ1µ2M , R
µ3µ4
N ] = R
µ1...µ4
MN
[Rµ1,MN , Rµ2µ3µ4,P ] = ǫMNPQRRµ1...µ4QR . (7.3)
To prove that all the Jacobi identities close one makes use of
ǫM1..M5ǫN1...N5 = 5!δ
[M1...M5]
[N1...N5]
. (7.4)
We now consider the trombone deformations of the Elocal11,7 algebra as they result from
applying to this SL(5,R) case the generic commutators of eq. (2.5) and (2.10). Imposing
the closure of the Jacobi identities involving two positive level generators and momentum
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one obtains
[Rµ,MN , Pν ] = δ
µ
ν [Θ
MNK −
5
3
Θ[M |P |RN ]P ]
[Rµ1µ2M , Pν ] =
5
12
ǫMNPQRΘ
NP δ[µ1ν R
µ2],QR
[Rµ1µ2µ3,M , Pν ] = −5Θ
MNδ[µ1ν R
µ2µ3]
N
[Rµ1µ2µ3µ4MN , Pν ] =
5
6
ǫMNPQRΘ
PQδ[µ1ν R
µ2µ3µ4],R . (7.5)
The quadratic constraint of eq. (2.17), when applied to this case, gives
ΘMNΘPQǫMNPQR = 0 , (7.6)
and one can show that this condition in enough to guarantee the closure of all the Jacobi
identities.
To conclude this section, we now determine the field strengths and gauge transforma-
tions of the fields. Starting from the group element of the form of eq. (2.27) and using eqs.
(2.28) and (2.29) we get the field strength of the vectors
Fµ1µ2,MN = 2[∂[µ1Aµ2],MN −
5
12
ΘPQǫMNPQRA
R
µ1µ2
+
1
2
ΘPQA[µ1,PQAµ2],MN ] , (7.7)
the field strength of the 2-form
FMµ1µ2µ3 = 3[∂[µ1A
M
µ2µ3]
+
1
2
ǫMNPQR∂[µ1Aµ2,NPAµ3],QR − 5Θ
MNAµ1µ2µ3,N
−
5
12
ΘRSǫMTUPQǫNRSTUA
N
[µ1µ2Aµ3],PQ] (7.8)
and the field strength of the 3-form
Fµ1...µ4,M = 4[∂[µ1Aµ2...µ4],M − ∂[µ1A
N
µ2µ3
Aµ4],NM −
1
6
∂[µ1Aµ2,NPAµ3,QRAµ4],SMǫ
SNPQR
−
5
6
ANPµ1...µ4Θ
QRǫMNPQR − 5A[µ1µ2µ3,PAµ4],QMΘ
PQ
+
5
24
AR[µ1µ2Aµ3,NPAµ4],QMΘ
ST ǫRSTUV ǫ
UVNPQ] , (7.9)
that are covariant under the gauge transformations
δAµ,MN = aµ,MN + 2a[M
PAµ,|P |N ] + ΛPQΘ
PQAµ,MN
δAMµ1µ2 = a
M
µ1µ2
−
1
2
ǫMNPQRA[µ1,NPaµ2],QR − aN
MANµ1µ2 + 2ΛNPΘ
NPAMµ1µ2
δAµ1µ2µ3,M = ∂[µ1Λµ2µ3],M + A
N
[µ1µ2
aµ3],NM +
1
3!
ǫNQRSTA[µ1,MNAµ2,QRaµ3],ST
+aM
NAµ1µ2µ3,N + 3ΛNPΘ
NPAµ1µ2µ3,M , (7.10)
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where the parameters a are given in terms of the gauge parameters as
aM
N =
5
3
ΛMPΘ
PN
aµ,MN = ∂µΛMN +
5
12
ΘPQǫMNPQRΛ
R
µ
aMµ1µ2 = ∂[µ1Λ
M
µ2]
+ 5ΘMNΛµ1µ2,N . (7.11)
8 D=8
The maximal massless eight-dimensional supergravity was derived in [39]. Its bosonic sector
contains seven scalars parametrising the manifold SL(3,R)/SO(3)× SL(2,R)/SO(2), the
metric, a vector in the (3, 2) of the internal symmetry group SL(3,R)×SL(2,R), a 2-form
in (3, 1) and an SL(2,R) doublet of 3-forms which satisfy self-duality conditions. Theory
corresponds to the decomposition of E11 which results from deleting node 8 in the Dynkin
diagram of fig. 1.
As in all other cases, we consider the level zero generators and the positive level form
generators with up to four indices included. These are
Rµν (1, 1) R
i (1, 3) RMN (8, 1) R
µ,Mα (3, 2)
Rµ1µ2M (3, 1) R
µ1µ2µ3,α (1, 2) Rµ1µ2µ3µ4,M (3, 1) , (8.1)
where we have denoted in brackets their corresponding SL(3,R)×SL(2,R) representation.
We now review the undeformed algebra of [22]. The commutators involving the scalar
generators are
[Ri, Rj ] = f ijkR
k
[RMN , R
P
Q] = δ
P
NR
M
Q − δ
M
Q R
P
N
[Ri, Rµ,Mα] = Diβ
αRµ,Mβ
[RMN , R
µ,Pα] = δPNR
µ,Mα −
1
3
δMN R
µ,Pα (8.2)
and similarly for the higher rank form generators. Here Diβ
α are the generators of SL(2,R)
satisfying
[Di, Dj]β
α = f ijkD
k
β
α (8.3)
and f ijk are the structure constants of SL(2,R). We raise and lower SL(2,R) indices using
the antisymmetric metric ǫαβ, that is, for a generic doublet V α,
V α = ǫαβVβ Vα = V
βǫβα , . (8.4)
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The generators
Di,αβ = ǫαγDiγ
β (8.5)
are symmetric in αβ. Useful identities relating the SL(2,R) generators are
Dαβi D
i,γδ = −
1
4
[ǫαγǫβδ + ǫαδǫβγ ] (8.6)
and
Diβ
γDjγ
α +Djβ
γDiγ
α =
1
2
gijδαβ , (8.7)
where gij is the SL(2,R) Killing metric. The commutators involving the non-scalar gen-
erators of eq. (8.1) are
[Rµ1,Mα, Rµ2,Nβ] = ǫαβǫMNPRµ1µ2P
[Rµ1,Mα, Rµ2µ3N ] = δ
M
N R
µ1µ2µ3,α
[Rµ1µ2M , R
µ3µ4
N ] = ǫMNPR
µ1µ2µ3µ4,P
[Rµ1,Mα, Rµ2µ3µ4,β] = −ǫαβRµ1µ2µ3µ4,M . (8.8)
One can show that all Jacobi identities are satisfied. This requires the use of the identities
of eqs. (8.4)-(8.7), as well as the identities
ǫM1M2M3ǫN1N2N3 = 6δ
[M1M2M3]
[N1N2N3]
(8.9)
and
ǫαβǫγδV
γW δ = V αW β − V βW α , (8.10)
where in the last equation V and W are two generic SL(2,R) doublets.
Following the general analysis of section 2, we now consider the deformations of the
Elocal11,8 algebra as they result from applying to this case the generic commutators of eq.
(2.5) and (2.10). Imposing the closure of the Jacobi identities involving two positive level
generators and momentum one obtains
[Rµ,Mα, Pν] = δ
µ
ν [Θ
MαK − 12ΘMβDi,β
αRi + 3ΘNαRMN ]
[Rµ1µ2M , Pν ] = 3ǫMNP ǫαβΘ
Nαδ[µ1ν R
µ2],Pβ
[Rµ1µ2µ3,α, Pν ] = 0
[Rµ1µ2µ3µ4,M , Pν ] = −6ǫαβΘ
Mαδ[µ1ν R
µ2µ3µ4],β , (8.11)
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while all other Jacobi identities close provided that the eight-dimensional case of the
quadratic constraint of eq. (2.17), which is
ΘMαΘNβǫMNP ǫαβ = 0 , (8.12)
holds.
Finally, we determine the field strengths and gauge transformations of the fields. Start-
ing from the group element of eq. (2.27) and using eqs. (2.28) and (2.29) we determine
the field strength of the vectors
Fµ1µ2,Mα = 2[∂[µ1Aµ2],Mα − 3Θ
NβǫαβǫMNPA
P
µ1µ2
−
3
2
ǫβγA[µ1,MβAµ2],NγΘ
N
α
−3A[µ1,MβAµ2],NαΘ
Nβ] , (8.13)
the field strength of the 2-form
FMµ1µ2µ3 = 3[∂[µ1A
M
µ2µ3] +
1
2
ǫαβǫMNPA[µ1,Nα∂µ2Aµ3],Pβ − 3Θ
NαAR[µ1µ2Aµ3],QαǫRNP ǫ
PQM
−
1
2
A[µ1,NβAµ2,P γAµ3],Qαǫ
αβǫMPQΘNγ ] (8.14)
and the field strength of the 3-form
Fµ1...µ4,α = 4[∂[µ1Aµ2µ3µ4],α + A[µ1,Mα∂µ2A
M
µ3µ4]
+
1
3!
ǫβγǫMNPA[µ1,MαAµ2,Nβ∂µ3Aµ4],P γ
−6Aµ1...µ4,MΘ
Mβǫαβ −
3
2
AM[µ1µ2Aµ3,NβAµ4],PαΘ
QβǫMQRǫ
RNP
−
1
8
A[µ1,NγAµ2,P δAµ3,QβAµ4],Mαǫ
βγǫMPQΘNδ] . (8.15)
These field strengths transform covariantly under the gauge transformations
δAµ,Mα = aµ,Mα + aM
NAµ,Nα −
1
3
aN
NAµ,Mα + aiD
i
α
βAµ,Mβ + ΛNβΘ
NβAµ,Mα
δAMµ1µ2 = a
M
µ1µ2
−
1
2
ǫαβǫMNPA[µ1,Nαaµ2],Pβ − aN
MANµ1µ2 +
1
3
aN
NAMµ1µ2 + 2ΛNαΘ
NαAMµ1µ2
δAµ1µ2µ3,α = ∂[µ1Λµ2µ3],α + A
M
[µ1µ2aµ3],Mα −
1
3!
ǫMNP ǫβγA[µ1,MαAµ2Nβaµ3],P γ
+aiD
i
α
βAµ1µ2µ3,β + 3ΛMβΘ
MβAµ1µ2µ3,α , (8.16)
where the parameters a are given in terms of the gauge parameters Λ as
aM
N = 3ΛMαΘ
Nα
ai = −12ΘMβDiα
βΛMα
aµ,Mα = ∂µΛMα − 3ǫMNP ǫαβΛ
N
µ Θ
Pβ
aMµ1µ2 = ∂[µ1Λ
M
µ2] . (8.17)
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Using the formulae given in this paper and in [22], the reader can easily determine the field
strengths and gauge transformations for the remaining fields.
9 D=9
The internal symmetry of the maximal massless nine-dimensional supergravity theory is
R
+ × SL(2,R). The bosonic sector of the theory contains the metric, three scalars, a
doublet and a singlet of vectors, a doublet of 2-forms and a 3-form. The decomposition of
E11 appropriate to the nine-dimensional theory corresponds to the deletion of nodes 9 and
11 in the Dynkin diagram of fig. 1. The level zero generators and the positive level form
generators of rank at most four are
Kµν R R
i Rµ Rµ,α Rµ1µ2,α Rµ1µ2µ3 Rµ1µ2µ3µ4 , (9.1)
where as in the previous section α denotes the SL(2,R) doublet and i the SL(2,R) triplet.
The non-trivial commutators involving the scalars and the positive level generators in
eq. (9.1) are [22]
[R,Rµ] = −Rµ
[R,Rµ,α] = Rµ,α
[Ri, Rµ,α] = Diβ
αRµ,β
[Ri, Rµ1µ2,α] = Diβ
αRµ1µ2,β
[Rµ1 , Rµ2,α] = −Rµ1µ2,α
[R,Rµ1µ2µ3 ] = Rµ1µ2µ3
[Rµ1,α, Rµ2µ3,β] = ǫαβRµ1µ2µ3
[Rµ1µ2,α, Rµ3µ4,β] = ǫαβRµ1µ2µ3µ4
[Rµ1 , Rµ2µ3µ4 ] = −Rµ1µ2µ3µ4 . (9.2)
We now consider the deformations of the Elocal11,9 algebra as they result from applying
to this case the generic commutators of eq. (2.5) and (2.10). Imposing the closure of the
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Jacobi identities involving two positive level generators and momentum one obtains
[Rµ, Pν ] = δ
µ
ν [ΘK +ΘR]
[Rµ,α, Pν ] = δ
µ
ν [Θ
αK − 4ΘβDi,β
αRi]
[Rµ1µ2,α, Pν ] = −2Θδ
[µ1
ν R
µ2],α −Θαδ[µ1ν R
µ2]
[Rµ1µ2µ3 , Pν] = 3ǫαβΘ
αδ[µ1ν R
µ2µ3],β
[Rµ1µ2µ3µ4 , Pν] = −4Θδ
[µ1
ν R
µ2µ3µ4] , (9.3)
where we are considering the two embedding tensors Θ and Θα. The only quadratic
constraint that arises from imposing the closure of all the other Jacobi identities is
ΘΘα = 0 . (9.4)
This constraint simply means that the two embedding tensors can not be included at the
same time. It is important that the constraint ΘαΘβDi,αβ = 0 does not arise. Indeed, the
symmetric product of two SL(2,R) doublets is the triplet, and therefore this constraint
would imply that the doublet Θα should vanish identically.
In this nine-dimensional case it is also rather simple to check that these deformations are
not compatible with the deformations of ref. [22] corresponding to the standard gaugings
of the maximal nine-dimensional supergravity. This is exactly what happens also in the
IIA case of [27], in which the trombone deformation associated to the gauged IIA theory
of [23, 24] is not compatible with the Romans deformation.
We finally determine the field strengths and gauge transformations of the fields. Start-
ing from the group element of eq. (2.27) and using eqs. (2.28) and (2.29) we determine
the field strength of the vector, the 2-form and the 3-form. We consider for compactness of
notation both embedding tensors in the same equations, although we know that because of
eq. (9.4) they can not be simultaneously non-vanishing. The field strengths of the 1-forms
are
Fµ1µ2 = 2[∂[µ1Aµ2] + Aµ1µ2,αΘ
α − A[µ1,αAµ2]Θ
α]
Fµ1µ2,α = 2[∂[µ1Aµ2],α + 2Aµ1µ2,αΘ−
1
2
A[µ1,βAµ2],αΘ
β −
1
2
ǫβγA[µ1,βAµ2],γΘα
+
1
2
A[µ1,αAµ2],βΘ
β] , (9.5)
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the field-strength of the 2-form is
Fµ1µ2µ3,α = 3[∂[µ1Aµ2µ3],α −A[µ1∂µ2Aµ3],α + 3ǫαβΘ
βAµ1µ2µ3 − A[µ1µ2,βAµ3],αΘ
β
−2A[µ1µ2,αAµ3]Θ+ A[µ1,βAµ2,αAµ3]Θ
β +
1
2
ǫβγA[µ1,βAµ2,γAµ3]Θα] , (9.6)
and the field strength of the 3-form is
Fµ1...µ4 = 4[∂[µ1Aµ2...µ4] + ǫ
αβA[µ1,α∂µ2Aµ3µ4],β + 4ΘAµ1...µ4 + 3Θ
αA[µ1µ2µ3Aµ4],α
−
1
2
A[µ1µ2,αAµ3,βAµ4]γΘ
αǫβγ ] . (9.7)
These field strengths transform covariantly under the gauge transformations
δAµ = aµ + ΛαΘ
αAµ
δAµ,α = aµ,α + 2ΛΘAµ,α + ΛβΘ
βAµ,α + aiD
i
α
βAµ,β
δAµ1µ2,α = aµ1µ2,α + A[µ1,αaµ2] + 2ΛΘAµ1µ2,α + 2ΛβΘ
βAµ1µ2,α + aiD
i
α
βAµ1µ2,β
δAµ1µ2µ3 = ∂[µ1Λµ2µ3] − ǫ
αβA[µ1µ2,αaµ3],β +
1
2
ǫαβA[µ1,αAµ2,βaµ3]
+4ΛΘAµ1µ2µ3 + 3ΛαΘ
αAµ1µ2µ3 , (9.8)
where the parameters a are expressed in terms of the gauge parameters Λ as
ai = −4ΛαΘ
βDiβ
α
aµ = ∂µΛ− Λµ,αΘ
α
aµ,α = ∂µΛα − 2Λµ,αΘ
aµ1µ2,α = ∂[µ1Λµ2],α − 3ǫαβΘ
βΛµ1µ2 . (9.9)
The maximal supergravity theory in nine dimensions corresponding to the gauging of
the trombone symmetry was derived in [25]. This nine-dimensional case concludes the
analysis carried out in this paper.
10 Conclusions
In [27] a new type of deformation of the local E11 algebra corresponding to the IIA theory
was derived, and it was shown that it describes the gauged IIA theory of [23, 24]. In
this paper we have generalised these results to all dimensions, determining all possible
trombone deformations of the local E11 algebra in D dimensions. With respect to the
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deformations analysed in [22], these deformations not only involve the generators of the
internal symmetry, but also the trace of the GL(D,R) generators. The deformations are
parametrised by a constant quantity in the same representation R1 of E11−D as the 1-
form generators. This quantity is identified with the embedding tensor introduced in [26]
to describe the gauge algebra of the maximal supergravity theories in which the scaling
symmetry is gauged in dimension from three to six. We have determined the quadratic
constraints resulting from closure of the Jacobi identities, which coincide with the quadratic
constraints of [26]. We have also determines the field strengths and gauge transformations
for the 1-forms, 2-forms and 3-forms of all theories.
The deformed algebra can naturally be extended to include higher rank form generators,
and we expect the field equations to arise as duality relations between the corresponding
field strengths. It is important to observe, though, that the D − 1-form generators that
are present in the decomposition of E11 corresponding to the D dimensional theory are
in the same representations of the embedding tensors corresponding to the gauging of a
subgroup of the internal symmetry [19, 20]. Therefore, there is no form generator in the
spectrum associated to this trombone embedding tensor. As already discussed in section
2, in [26] it was conjectured that the generators in the representation GL(D,R) of mixed
symmetry that we denote by (1, D−2), that is the generators Rµ,ν1...νD−2,M1, that are in the
same E11−D representation as the 1-form generators and thus as the trombone embedding
tensor, might trigger these deformations. Our point of view, though, is that because the
theories considered in this paper do not admit a lagrangian formulation, the fact that there
are no form generators associated to these deformations is completely consistent, and we
do not expect any E11 generator associated to a non-propagating field to play a role in
triggering these deformations.
In two dimensions the scaling symmetry becomes an off-shell symmetry, that is the
central extension of the affine internal symmetry group E9(9) [40]. As a consequence, as
stressed in [26], the embedding tensor associated to the trombone gauging and the one
associated to the internal gauging coincide. This is completely consistent from the E11
point of view. Indeed the embedding tensor associated to the trombone gauging belongs to
the R1 representation of E11−D, that is the representation to which the 1-form generators
belong, while the embedding tensor associated to the internal gauging belongs to the RD−1
representation of the D − 1 form generators [19, 20]. In D = 2 the 1-forms and the D − 1
forms coincide. The E11 decomposition associated to the two-dimensional theory results
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from deleting node 2 in the Dynkin diagram of fig. 1. From the diagram it is manifest that
the 1-form generators belong to the E9 representation with p3 = 1, where p3 is the Dynkin
index associated to node 3 in the diagram. The gaugings of the maximal supergravity
theory in two dimensions using the embedding tensor formalism were derived in [41], and
it would be interesting to analyse this from the E11 perspective.
Finally, it is worth mentioning that the algebraic construction derived in this paper can
be extended to other supergravity theories with less supersymmetry whose bosonic sector
still admits a description in terms of a very-extended Kac-Moody algebra. In particular,
all theories with 16 supercharges are described in terms of very-extended algebras of B or
D type [42], while in [43] it was shown that all theories with eight supersymmetries whose
reduction to three dimensions gives rise to scalars that parametrise symmetric manifolds
correspond to non-linear realisations of very-extended Kac-Moody algebras for suitable
choices of real forms. The same applies to all supergravity theories with more than 16
supercharges [43]. For all these theories we expect that the trombone gaugings are associ-
ated to deformations of the corresponding very-extended algebras as described in section
2, hence the title of this paper.
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